


















Rock:

To Clothespin: “Drop that underwear and battle 
me, you ridiculous wooden clip-man!”

To Apricot: “You, sir, look like a fuzzy little butt!”

After Scissors talks: “If by “Battle Pants” you 
mean “No pants, but I will fight you,” then 
yes…yes, I am wearing my battle pants, weird 
scissory one!”

 

After Paper says Hi: “Those are fighting words!”

After Paper wins: “This is the best day of my 
life!”



Paper:

After Printer talks: “Oh? Then taste my fury, 
giant box-monster!”

To Trail Mix: “Ew, half-eaten Trail Mix.”

After beating trail mix: “Can no one beat me?”

To Rock: “Hi there!”

After rock speaks: “Wait. What?”

After Scissors talks: “Wait? What?”

After Scissors beats Paper: “Yay, you beat me!”



Scissors:

To Tape: “Let us do battle, you tacky, round 
monstrosity!”

To Dino Chicken Nuggets: “I have come from the far 
reaches of the kitchen to battle you, O bizarre and 
yummy breaded dinosaurs!”

After you beat the nuggets: “Am I so good that not 
even Dinosaur-shaped Chicken Nuggets can beat me?”

To Rock: “I hope you’re wearing your battle pants, rock 
warrior.”

After he beats you: “You have made me so happy by 
beating me.”

To paper, after he covers rock.” “Not so fast, Paper!”



Clothespin:

After Rock challenges you:

Clothespin: “I will pinch you, 

and make you cry, rock warrior!”



Apricot:

After Rock insults you:

Apricot: “What? I challenge you to a 
duel!”

 “I will beat you with my tart and tangy 
sweetness.”



Computer Printer:

To Paper: I gobble up the likes of you and 
spit them out every day, little paper!

“Nooooo, not a paper jam!”



Half-Eaten Bag of Trail Mix:

To Paper: “Ahhhh! Foul Wizard! 

He’s blotted out the sun! 

Run for your lives, ladies!”



Tape:

To Scissors: I will battle you and I will 
leave you beaten and confused with my 
adhesive and tangling powers!”



Dinosaur-Shaped Chicken Nuggets:

After Scissors talks:

Dinos: Bow before our child-pleasing 
shapes and flavors, sword masters!”

“No one can resist our crunchy 
awesomeness!”


